Missouri Habitat Projects in Active Floodplain of the Lower Mississippi River

**Legend**
- Levee
- Public Land
- Wetland Reserve
- Active Floodplain
- LMRCC Restoration Site

**Project Focus Category**
1. Create, rehabilitate and diversify secondary channels
2. Restore and diversify floodplain water bodies
3. Augment aquatic connectivity with the floodplain
4. Tributary enhancement
5. Create/rehabilitate wetlands
6. Enhance main channel habitat diversity
7. Enhance terrestrial habitat
8. Improve recreational access

**Project List**
- MO1: Bird Point Sandbar
- MO2: O'Bryan Towhead/Pritch & Dikes
- MO3/KY4: Islands 2,3, and 4
- MO4: Near Belmont Revetment
- MO5/KY8: Channel Behind Wolf Island
- MO6: Moore Island
- MO7: Seven Island
- MO8: Old and New # 7 Chutes
- KY11/MO9: Three State Towhead/Island 7 & 8
- MO10/KY13: Bend of Island 8
- MO11: Donaldson Point
- MO12: Hotch Kiss Bend
- MO13: Island 11
- MO14: Pt. Pleasant Chute
- MO15: Side Channel Beaver Lake
- MO16: Stewart Towhead
- MO17/J1 & G Girvin C. A.
- MO18: Near Little Cypress Bend
- MO19: Across from Lee TH / Isl 14
- MO20: Robinson Bayou
- MO21: Island 15
- MO22: Gayoso Bend C. A.
- MO23: Boat Club Chute
- MO24: Cauthersville-Linwood Bend
- MO25: Island 18
- MO26: Island 20
- MO27: Ashland Towhead
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